Binding of adenoviral fiber knob to the coxsackievirus-adenovirus receptor is crucial for transduction of fetal muscle.
Adenoviral (Ad) infection involves attachment mediated by the Ad fiber protein binding to the coxsackievirus-adenovirus receptor (CAR) of a target cell and internalization facilitated by the interaction of the Ad penton base protein with alpha(v) integrins. To understand the relative importance of the Ad binding and internalization steps for the transduction of fetal skeletal muscle, we used a panel of genetically modified vectors that specifically ablate the fiber-CAR interaction (AdL.F*), the penton base-alpha(v) integrin interaction (AdL.PB*), or both (AdL.PB*F*) to transduce embryonic day 16 (E-16) mouse muscle in vivo and primary E-16 muscle cells in vitro. Quantification of transgene expression and vector genome copies revealed a striking absence of E-16 muscle transduction by AdL.F* and AdL.PB*F*. In contrast, fetal muscle transduction with AdL.PB* was not significantly different than with the unmodified vector. Similar results were observed with in vitro Ad infection studies in primary E-16 muscle cells. From these data we conclude that the fiber-CAR interaction is important for the transduction of fetal muscle by Ad vectors. The high dependence on fiber-CAR binding will impact the development of strategies for Ad vector retargeting to achieve muscle-specific transduction in utero.